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Chapter 37:  The DeLorenzos Night: 

 

The other evening of note in the celebratory period after the 

closeout was the ‘Caligula Night’ at DeLorenzos.  The SBS 

Treasury team were still in celebratory form a week after the 

Futures closed.  They were still settling up their forward sales and 

the profits continued to roll in.  Rudi and Smackers were out with 

Claudio on a long afternoon lunch that broke around 3:30 pm.   

The plan was to hook up again after market closure for a 

long night at DeLorenzos. 

A former Dealer that had worked for Rudi in Brisbane at 

Lloyds was in town.  He was catching up with Smackers and was 

invited to tag along. Claudio was bringing along ‘Big John’, the 

Bain Refco options dealer and a big night was planned. 

DeLorenzos Gentleman’s Club was a members and their 

guests only Club.  Annual membership was $500 and you got an 

access key and Member entitlements for the privilege.  Claudio 

was a member and he introduced Rudi who was also a member.  

Rudi only attended there with Claudio who was paying all the bills 

and it was usually a 1-2 nights a week occurrence.  Rudi usually 

hooked up with his regular girl, Shonny and on other occasions, 

there were often group sessions, jacuzzi’s, massages, and the 

complete array of male pampering.   

Cyrus, the dealer from Brisbane was a young Italian guy 

with a very heavy whiskered face.  He was short but one of the 

nicest guys Rudi had encountered in the market.  He was dating a 

woman named Kaye who had been Rudi’s secretary when he was 

at MMD Guy Butler in Brisbane.   

Kaye was a beautiful woman and very capable.  Rudi had 

head hunted her when he joined MMD and in reality, her time at 

MMD was wasted as a career move.  Rudi felt some responsibility 
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for that waste and gave her a glowing reference when the office 

closed after five months. 

Cyrus was a little tentative when he joined them all at the 

Regent Bar.  He did not know Claudio or ‘Big John’ but he was 

quickly infused into the conversations and everybody made him 

feel welcome.   

There were a number of other market identities drinking at 

the Regent Bar that night - it was a common and popular place 

for Bond dealers to do their after hour’s drinking.  There was 

always someone’s credit card behind the bar racking up a tab on 

behalf of other dealers joining the session.  It was a take-turn 

arrangement and the Brokers were the largest spenders. 

Given the brokerage the SBS paid to Bain Refco, Bain’s were 

way ahead in this arrangement.  There was no doubt in Rudi’s 

estimates that they also clipped him on fills and front run some of 

his trades.  This was just part of the game and Rudi let it go 

despite the number of other Brokers telling him what Bains were 

doing.  Hell, it wouldn’t’ be a market unless other Brokers tried to 

discredit and bury their opposition. 

Rudi knew the game and was sure that for the most part, 

Bain Refco looked after him.  The discretion he gave Claudio on 

his orders was there to help facilitate order filling.   

The afternoon of the FIB luncheon where Rudi sent the 

markets berserk with his dump and buyback action, was a perfect 

opportunity for some clipping.  The order fill was not given until 

several hours after markets closed and there was no doubt Bains 

had issues getting other brokers to honour fills as the market was 

bounced around. 

Rudi also became a Local trader in the early 90’s and he saw 

first hand how brokers and Locals did not own up to trades after 

an order was filled.  This happened a lot when markets went 

bonkers, and as the Broker tried to recall the people they dealt 

with, and the market had continued on its way, Locals and 
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brokers holding negative trades left it up to the initiating broker 

to find them.  The pit microphones could identify most trades but 

there were some shonky personalities who operated on the floor. 

It was approaching 7:00 pm at the Regent Hotel this night 

and the decision was whether to go to dinner first or arrange for 

an in-house dinner at DeLorenzos.   Claudio made a quick phone 

call to DeLorenzos to find out if their dining room was being used.   

The message came back that the dining room was free and 

Claudio said they could order the delivery of the food when they 

got there.  A quick look outside saw there were taxies queued at 

the rank and they all started to leave when they finished their last 

drinks. 

Claudio and ‘Big John’ shared the first taxi.  Smackers, Cyrus 

and Rudi were in the second.  The trip to Darling Harbour was 

slow with the peak hour traffic causing delays as they 

crisscrossed their way across the CBD. 

They arrived simultaneously and approached the front door 

– Claudio used his key.  After entering they both signed the 

guests in and introduced them to the reception hostess.   

The scent in the air was aroma seldom experienced, its 

immediate impact was to relax and tempt you.  This was the first 

of a series of intoxicating allures everybody experienced when 

they entered the ‘Bordello to the Stars’ as it was known. 

After all the registrations were completed they were shown 

through to the courtyard and bar.  There were at least 20 girls 

working that night and Shonny saw Rudi straight away.  She 

bounced over invitingly and took his hand and put it inside her 

blouse on her naked breast.  She whispered in his ear, ‘I need to 

fuck now, I’ve had had a week off and I am as horny as hell.’ 

Rudi smiled at her - she knew exactly what to say and when 

to say it.  He put his arm around her and pulled her closer as she 

openly felt for his manhood.  
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 He said to her, ‘we are a group of 5 and 2 of the boys are 

first timers.  We rang earlier and booked the dining room.  Can 

we have a few drinks while the boys settle on the choices and 

then we can adjourn for the evening?’   

He then pulled her closer and whispered in her ear, ‘can you 

wait or should we go off now and meet everybody in the dining 

room?’ 

Shonny said, ‘we can wait, just as long as I am with you to 

start.’  She had the most seductive smirk, her eyes were honey 

brown, she was late 20’s and very aware of her sensuality.  She 

rang Rudi’s bells.   

Rudi spotted Madison there as well … that bought back the 

card night memory.  He again pulled Shonny closer and said, ‘can 

Madison join us as a threesome?’ 

‘I like Madison … sure we can do that … I’ll go and ask her if 

she would like to join us.’ 

Claudio and ‘Big John’ were getting drinks and sussing out 

the room.  There were 10-12 ‘gentlemen’ waiting in the courtyard 

so the girls were in over supply.  Smackers and Cyrus were 

having their pick before the choices dwindled. 

Shonny came back with Madison and her face lit up when 

she saw Rudi.  Shonny immediately tugged at Rudi’s coat and 

wanted an explanation. 

Rudi said, ‘we met at a card night we had in January at the 

Inter Continental, Madison was the dealer and she was a big hit.’ 

Madison acted coy and she knew that would arouse Rudi.  

He could see this night developing into a night to remember.  

Some 20 minutes later they were all walking up the stairs.  There 

were seven girls for the five of them.  Claudio was the other one 

who doubled up.   
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Rudi laughed to himself and gave Claudio a nudge and a 

wink and said, ‘bloody novices … they’ll soon learn what two can 

do what one can’t.’ 

Before they went upstairs Claudio had the reception Hostess 

order spare ribs with baked potatoes and pumpkin.  All the plates, 

knives and forks were already laid out as they passed the dining 

room on the first floor.  The food would be about an hour and 

they would keep it warm if it was longer.   

They were headed to the top floor where there was a large 

outdoor spa that overlooked the City CBD and the Darling 

Harbour inlet.  The city lights reflecting off the rippling water was 

very colourful and added to the mood of the evening.  It was 

chilly out, but the spa was heated. 

The girls all got into a playful mood as they stripped down 

for the spa.  Champagne was already waiting there for those who 

wanted to help themselves.  Rudi was still drinking his imported 

beer and he wanted to stay reasonably lucid for the evening’s 

festivities.   

By his calculation, they would be here for a good 2-3 hours 

and there was no need to rush.  It was going to cost Claudio a big 

chunk of his expense account but he would not welch.  At 

member’s rates, seven girls at the $300p/hr member rates, he 

would not get much change out of $5k when food and drink costs 

were added.   

Rudi never counted these costs at any of these nights spent 

at DeLorenzos.  This is where he came to let the days build up of 

explosive emotion from the markets dissipate before he went 

home.  Snooker with Smackers had the same impact but this was 

a change up from it just being him and Smackers all the time.  

Smackers did not mind either.   

The moral dilemma he often pondered over when he was on 

the drive home from an evening like this was never resolved or 

answered within his own mindset.  This was the markets and this 
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is what players did.  Nobody outside the industry understood why 

the dealers took these risks with their marriages or relationships. 

Most just knew they could never take the days overload home 

with them and be a normal person when they walked through the 

front door to greet the family.   

Nobody welched on anybody, there were some wives in the 

market who were aware of what was happening, they were also 

players and those illicit affairs were sometimes discreetly 

discussed within the market. 

There was one well known trick that guys used to get away 

with when fucking someone else’s wife or a babe from someone’s 

dealing room. Quite often if things looked like developing, the guy 

would often give a false name and hand over a mate’s business 

card at the end of the night.   

If the lady tried to hook up again, she would run around in 

circles trying to find out who the guy was.   The market was 

protective of itself in that way, and you had to be a real sleazebag 

if you got the market offside in this area.  The market was small 

enough in that if they wanted to find you they would.  Everybody 

pretty much knew everybody else in their own markets.   

Shonny, Madison and Rudi were the first to leave the spa 

and headed to their room.  The rooms were quite large, king size 

beds, well appointed décor and bathrooms, scented candles 

burning, air conditioned and with room service phones.   

The mirrors on the ceiling were in all rooms and the lighting 

was always dimmed and seductive.  The ladies had their own 

rooms they worked from and when Rudi was lead away to 

Shonny’s room, the evening was well under way.  Rudi yelled 

back over his shoulder that he would see them all in the dining 

room in an hour or so.  Claudio and Smackers acknowledged him 

and the others were just too into the ladies to respond.  
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Shonny and Madison were first on the bed together teasing 

Rudi.  Shonny was first to pry Madison legs open and put her face 

on Madisons almost clean shaven and already swollen lips.   

Madison responded and beckoned Rudi to come over to her 

so she could take him in her mouth. Rudi was eager for this and 

in doing so he caressed her breasts and reached to feel Shonny’s 

pussy as she exposed her ass to the air.  Both ladies began to 

hum and moan and the vibration impact on Rudi’s cock created as 

erotic a sensation that Rudi had ever experienced.   

Madison had sucked Rudi before and she had some idea of 

what he liked.  Shonny was also aggressive and wanted some of 

it as well.  She turned herself around and straddled Madisons 

face.  This allowed Madison to direct Rudi’s cock at Shonny’s 

pussy and tease his head between her butt cheeks. After a few 

seconds of this Madison put it back in her mouth and began to 

hum more vigorously.    

Rudi was almost there with the scene set before him, he 

wanted it to last longer but he knew there would be more after or 

during diner and he wanted to come now.  Shonny sensed this 

also as she bought her hands into play behind her back and felt 

for Rudi’s balls.  As he was loading up Madison sensed what was 

about to happen and she quickly offered her throat and allowed 

Rudi to spend himself.  It was such an intense orgasm and Rudi 

grunted loudly as he emptied himself.   

Rudi quickly bent to lick Madison’s pussy as Shonny again 

put her pussy in Madisons face.  Madison went back to Shonny’s 

pussy and the next five minutes was a blur as the ladies 

pleasured themselves and Rudi did all he could to help them.  

When done they took their time to shower and used the 

bathrobes provided and then went down to the dining room.  

They were not the first to arrive, Cyrus and his lady were already 

there, Smackers and his lady were following Rudi down the stairs. 
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Claudio and ‘Big John’ were not far behind and shortly 

thereafter they were all in the dining room organising drinks and 

wine and champagne for the ladies.  There were some wait staff 

that brought the food in on hot plates and opened the alfoil for 

access. 

The food smelt good, but the ladies smelt better.  Rudi felt a 

debauched evening developing and suggested they should all 

disrobe so as not to get any food or sauce on the bathrobes.  

Almost everybody thought that was a good idea and joined in.  

Smackers and Cyrus were a bit hesitant to start with, but when 

the ladies got involved in taking their robes off, they gladly went 

along. 

Rudi took a rib and smeared sauce all over it with his 

fingers, he went over to Shonny and ran the rib across her breast 

and then licked the sauce off her skin.  Shonny was receptive and 

she took Rudi’s fingers and sucked the sauce of them.   

It was not long before others started and the ladies became 

more adventurous with themselves and the other guys.  There 

was not much that could be done from the sitting position and 

soon everybody was up and about and into the whole sauce and 

rib thing.  The ribs were smooth when the meat was gone and the 

ladies started to use them to rub themselves.  Madison ladled 

some sauce onto her mound and presented it for Rudi to lick it 

off.   Shonny was doing the same to Smackers and Cyrus was up 

to his nose in someone’s twat while another was giving his old 

fella a saucing before he had it impaled into someone else’s 

mouth.   

This was becoming a good old Roman sex orgy and the 

ladies were so into the mood.  Rudi went around to each of the 

ladies who were sucking someone else’s cock and finger fucked 

them before he slid his own cock home.  He would only give them 

a few pumps before he would move onto the next one.   
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Each of their quims were so wet and lubed, they had the 

taste of barbeque sauce, and this all added to the scene and Rudi 

was joined by Claudio in impaling each of the ladies.  

The roasted pumpkin was very mushy and Rudi started to 

eat it with his fingers, he put the hot food on Madison’s nipple and 

she looked at him with nothing but lust in her eyes.  Rudi put his 

mouth on her breast and used his fingers to feel for her fanny, 

she was a sexual slave to her own desires at that moment and 

Rudi beckoned ‘Big John’ to come over.   

‘Big John’ was named for a reason, his cock was huge and 

easily the biggest and broadest of all the guys there that night.  

He knew what Rudi wanted and he was willing, Madison looked at 

Rudi and then at the massive cock at the entrance to her love 

tunnel.  

She nodded to Rudi and Rudi then held Madison’s legs over 

her head while that big cock fucked her.  Rudi slid his own cock 

into Madison’s mouth and it was pure lust and wanton sex, Rudi 

came again in Madison’s mouth and kissed her on the mouth to 

thank her.  She was still going for ‘Big John’ and he was trying his 

hardest to shoot his load which soon came with an almighty 

growl.  The scene all over the room was just cocks, tits, fannies 

and ass and all involved in some stage of fucking or sucking.   

After ‘Big John’ was done, Rudi let Madisons legs go and 

helped her up, she gave Rudi a hug and said, ‘thank you.’ 

Rudi felt a rush – he already knew Madison was someone 

special.  All the guys were spent a few moments later and the 

food was all but gone, not much of it eaten but all of it was well 

used.   Shonny was with Smackers and he seemed well pleased.  

Claudio was doing a line of coke to recharge himself.  Cyrus just 

sat there with a massive grin on his face.   

Rudi whispered in Madison’s ear, ‘let’s go back to the room 

and clean each other up.’ 

She said, ‘Yes, do you want another lady to come as well?’ 
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‘Ok, but if Smackers wants Shonny to stay with him, pick 

one of the other girls if they want to come.’ 

Smackers wanted Shonny to stay with him and Shonny was 

OK with that.  Rudi left with Madison and Barbie, one of Claudio’s 

two girls.  The others were going to do the same.  Claudio said 

the ladies were paid up to 10:30 pm, and anything after that 

would be for each of their own accounts. 

 Rudi hopped into the large shower with Barbie and Madison 

and they started to soap and wash Rudi.  Barbie was a petite 

blond and was fully shaven.  Her pussy was as tight a pussy Rudi 

had ever encountered when he felt for it in the shower.  Rudi 

started to soap the ladies and the mood started to change again 

as Rudi’s arousal became apparent. 

They moved back to the bed after drying each other.  Rudi 

dried both the ladies and paid close attention to their legs and 

hips and the attractions that were easily teased from that 

position.  Back on the bed Rudi reached for Barbie and started to 

rub her body.  Madison joined in and this was going to be a slow 

affair.  There was some lube on the bedside table and Rudi 

reached for it as he turned Madison over and played with her 

quim and asshole.  She did not mind and she knew straight away 

what Rudi had in mind.   

Barbie was kissing Madison and her breasts were close to 

Rudi so he started to caress them with his mouth, tongue and 

jaw.  Rudi was at full arousal and he knew he was not going to 

shoot his load quickly.  He took a dime size squirt of lube and 

massaged it around Madison’s ass hole.  She was accommodating 

and Barbie rolled on a condom before he positioned himself at 

Madison’s sphincter.  Madison offered herself, she knew what butt 

fucking was about and Barbie was having her own pussy worked 

on by Madison.   

Rudi was aroused and his efforts were continuous, he 

paused after a few moments and wanted to fuck Barbie’s tight 
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pussy.  Madison got out of the way and it was then Barbie who 

was savouring Madison’s fanny as she ground it from above.  

Honestly, Barbie’s fanny was so tight, Rudi could feel her muscles 

working and as he withdrew she moaned with the pleasure and it 

made Rudi’s pleasure even more sensual.   

Rudi pulled out and went to get a drink - the girls saw what 

he was doing and then went to work on one another while he was 

away.  He stood in the bathroom doorway and watched the scene 

on the bed as he drank his water.   

His arousal had not died and he was soon ready to re-enter 

the party.   

Madison was on her back as Barbie moaned on her fanny, 

Barbies ass was exposed over the edge of the bed and Rudi 

walked up behind her and felt for her pussy.  Madison took Rudi 

in her mouth as he aimed up behind Barbie, see used some of her 

spit to lube Barbie’s asshole and Rudi nudged his cock towards its 

intended target. 

Barbie closed her knees so as to lift her ass further into the 

air; Rudi was slowly prying his cockhead to her sphincter as it 

slowly started to yield.   Rudi continued to prod until Barbie felt 

comfortable to move without his cock slipping out.  They began a 

rhythm and Madison was finger fucking her pussy at the same 

time.   

Barbie’s asshole was as tight as her fanny and this was one 

of the nicest ass fucks Rudi had had.  God, he loved these ladies, 

he could see himself owning a joint like this and being happy for 

the rest of his life.  He was very envious of Hugh Heffner at that 

moment and with that he came for the third time that night.   

Rudi stayed impaled until his erection subsided.  He then 

drew it out and pulled the condom off and went to the shower.  

Madison joined him and she again soaped him down and dried 

him when he got out. Barbie hoped in the shower with Madison as 

Rudi went over to the bed and just lied down.  The ladies came 
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over to join him when they were showered and dried and they 

both cuddled up next to him and they spent 15-20 minutes like 

that before Rudi stirred.   

He could have gone to sleep there and been content till 

morning and gone again with both of them.  It was just after 

10:00pm and Rudi got up and dressed.  The ladies did also and 

Rudi went over to both of them when he was dressed and gave 

each of them a $100 note which was for them and nothing to do 

with the house.  He softly kissed both of them on the lips and said 

thank you for a wonderful night.   

They went downstairs and all but Claudio was already down 

there.    

Rudi said to ‘Big John’, ‘I’m not sure how long Claudio’s 

going to be, but we might leave now after they call us a cab. You 

be ok waiting for Claudio to let him know?’ 

‘That will be fine Rudi, I’ll let Claudio know.  Some night hey 

… I’ll never forget it.’ 

‘Thank Claudio for me on behalf of Cyrus.  I can see the 

smile on his face says it all ... talk to you tomorrow ’Big John’’.  

They went to the reception and asked the hostess to order a 

cab.  She said it was only a few minutes wait and they could go 

and by the time they were on the footpath the taxi would be 

there waiting.  She knew that Claudio would be settling.  He had 

left his credit card with her when they signed in earlier. 

A few moments later they were in the cab on the way back 

to the SBS carpark.  They dropped Cyrus off on the way at his 

hotel.   

There was not a lot said in the cab, but when Cyrus was 

about to get out, he said to Rudi, ‘that was the first time I have 

ever been to a brothel.’ 
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Rudi corrected him, ‘Cyrus … that was no brothel … that was 

the best bordello in Australia, maybe the world … and I hope you 

enjoyed yourself.’ 

Cyrus said, ‘Smackers talk to you tomorrow, Rudi tell 

Claudio thanks again.  Goodnight.’ 

The cab drove off and Smackers said, ‘Cyrus has got the 

guilts already.’ 

Rudi smiled and said, ‘well he knows what it is all about 

now, hope he doesn’t tell his misses.’   

Cyrus’s misses knew what Rudi was like after having worked 

for him in Brisbane.  If Cyrus mentioned that he had been out on 

a night with Smackers and Rudi, there would be some questions 

asked. 

Rudi was caught in his own guilt trip as he faced his own 

demons the drive home and the constant reconcile between 

himself, his wife and children and where he had just been for the 

last 3 hours or so. 

 

 


